Abstract. Let A be a Banach algebra and A * * be the second dual of it. We defineZ 1 (A * * ) as a weak topological center of A * * with respect to first Arens product and find some relations between it and the topological center of A * * . We also extend this new definition into the module actions and find relationship between weak topological center of module actions and reflexivity or Arens regularity of some Banach algebras, and we investigate some applications of this new definition in the weak amenability of some Banach algebras.
preliminaries and Introduction
As is well-known [1] , the second dual A * * of A endowed with the either Arens multiplications is a Banach algebra. The constructions of the two Arens multiplications in A * * lead us to definition of topological centers for A * * with respect both Arens multiplications. The topological centers of Banach algebras, module actions and applications of them were introduced and discussed in [6, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23, 24] , and they have attracted by some attentions. In this paper we will introduce a new concept as a weak topological center of Banach algebras, module actions and investigate its relationship with topological centers of Banach algebras, module actions and we will obtain some useful conclusions in Banach algebras with some example in the dual groups. In final section, we give some applications of weak topological center of Banach algebras in weak amenability of Banach algebras. Now we introduce some notations and definitions that we used throughout this paper. Let A be a Banach algebra and A * , A * * , respectively, are the first and second dual of A. For a ∈ A and a ′ ∈ A * , we denote by a ′ a and aa ′ respectively, the functionals on A * defined by < a ′ a, b >=< a ′ , ab >= a ′ (ab) and < aa ′ , b >=< a ′ , ba >= a ′ (ba) for all b ∈ A. The Banach algebra A is embedded in its second dual via the identification < a, a ′ > -< a ′ , a > for every a ∈ A and a ′ ∈ A * . Let X, Y, Z be normed spaces and m : X × Y → Z be a bounded bilinear mapping. Arens in [1] offers two natural extensions m * * * and m t * * * t of m from X * * × Y * * into Z * * as following 1. m * : Z * × X → Y * , given by < m * (z ′ , x), y >=< z ′ , m(x, y) > where x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , z ′ ∈ Z * , 2. m * * : Y * * × Z * → X * , given by < m * * (y ′′ , z ′ ), x >=< y ′′ , m * (z ′ , x) > where x ∈ X, y ′′ ∈ Y * * , z ′ ∈ Z * , 3. m * * * : X * * × Y * * → Z * * , given by < m * * * (x ′′ , y ′′ ), z ′ > =< x ′′ , m * * (y ′′ , z ′ ) > where x ′′ ∈ X * * , y ′′ ∈ Y * * , z ′ ∈ Z * . whenever both limits exist for all bounded sequences (x i ) i ⊆ X , (y i ) i ⊆ Y and z ′ ∈ Z * , see [6, 14, 18] . The regularity of a normed algebra A is defined to be the regularity of its algebra multiplication when considered as a bilinear mapping. Let [6, 14, 18] . The mapping m is left strongly Arens irregular if Z 1 (m) = X and m is right strongly Arens irregular if Z 2 (m) = Y . Regarding A as a Banach A − bimodule, the operation π : A × A → A extends to π * * * and π t * * * t defined on A * * × A * * . These extensions are known, respectively, as the first (left) and the second (right) Arens products, and with each of them, the second dual space A * * becomes a Banach algebra. In this situation, we shall also simplify our notations. So the first (left) Arens product of a ′′ , b ′′ ∈ A * * shall be simply indicated by a ′′ b ′′ and defined by the three steps:
It is clear that m is Arens regular if and only if
for every a, b ∈ A and a ′ ∈ A * . Similarly, the second (right) Arens product of a ′′ , b ′′ ∈ A * * shall be indicated by a ′′ ob ′′ and defined by :
for all a, b ∈ A and a ′ ∈ A * . The regularity of a normed algebra A is defined to be the regularity of its algebra multiplication when considered as a bilinear mapping. 
where a ′′ b ′′ and a ′′ ob ′′ are the first and second Arens products of A * * , respectively, see [6, 14, 18] . We find the usual first and second topological center of A * * , which are Assume that B is a Banach A − bimodule. We say that B factors on the left (right) with respect to A if B = BA (B = AB). We say that B factors on both sides with respect to A, if B = BA = AB. Let B be a left Banach A − module and e be a left unit element of A. Then we say that e is a left unit (resp. weakly left unit)
The definition of right unit (resp. weakly right unit) A − module is similar. We say that a Banach A − bimodule B is a unital A − module, if B has left and right unit A − module that are equal then we say that B is unital A − module. Let B be a left Banach A − module and (e α ) α ⊆ A be a LAI [resp. weakly left approximate identity(=WLAI)] for A. We say that (e α ) α is left approximate identity A − module (= LAI A − module)[ resp. weakly left approximate identity A − module [18] showed that this definition to the equivalent following condition For any two net (a α ) α and (b β ) β in {a ∈ A : a ≤ 1}, we have
whenever both iterated limits exist. The collection of all wap functionals on A is denoted by wap(A). Also we have a ′ ∈ wap(A) if and only if < a
* is said to be left weakly almost periodic functional if the set {π ℓ (b ′ , a) : a ∈ A, a ≤ 1} is relatively weakly compact. We denote by wap ℓ (B) the closed subspace of B * consisting of all the left weakly almost periodic functionals in B * . The definition of the right weakly almost periodic functional (= wap r (B)) is the same. By [6, 14, 18] , the definition of wap ℓ (B) is equivalent to the following
for all a ′′ ∈ A * * and b ′′ ∈ B * * . Thus, we can write
In many parts of this paper, for left or right Banach A− module, we take π ℓ (a, b) = ab and π r (b, a) = ba, for every a ∈ A and b ∈ B. This paper is organized as follows: a) Suppose that A is a Banach algebra and A * * * A * * ⊆ A * . Then the topological centers of Ab) Let A be a Banach algebra and let the left weak topological center of A * * be A. Then A is a right ideal in A * * . c) Let B a Banach A − bimodule. Then for n ≥ 2, we have the following assertions.
where
. e) Let B a right Banach A − module and e (n) ∈ A (n) be a right unit for B (n) where n ≥ 2. Then we have the following assertions.
Weak topological center of Banach algebras
In this section, we define a new concept as weak topological center of the second dual of a Banach algebra with respect to first and second Arens product and we find its relations with the topological centers of the second dual of a Banach algebra with respect to first and second Arens product. We establish some conditions that when the weak topological center and topological center of the second dual of Banach algebra with respect to first Arens product coincide.
Definition 2-1. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then we define weak topological centers of A * * with respect to the first and second Arens product, respectively, in the following
It is clear thatZ
, are subspace of A * * with respect to the first and second Arens products and we have alsoZ 
Now in the following we give an example nonreflexive Arnse regular Banach algebra whichZ
Example 2-2. Consider the algebra c 0 = (c 0 , .) is the collection of all sequences of scalars that convergence to 0, with the some vector space operations and norm as ℓ ∞ . We shows thatZ
Proof. We know that c *
It follows that ta ′′ = 0. So for all b ′′ ∈ c * * 0 = ℓ ∞ , we have the following equalities
Theorem 2-3. Suppose that A is a Banach algebra and B ⊆ A * * . Then we have the following statements.
(
2) Proof is similar to (1).
Corollary 2-4. Suppose that A is a Banach algebra. Then we have the following statements.
Corollary 2-5. Suppose that A is a Banach algebra and A * * * A ⊆ A * . If A is the left strong Arens irregular, thenZ
have taken weak * limit in A * * and A * * * , respectively. Let
then we have the following assertions.
Assume that (a
It follows that the mapping a ′′ → a ′′ b ′′ is weak * − to − weak continuous f or all b ′′ ∈ A * * , and soZ r 1 (A * * ) = A * * . 2) Proof is similar to (1).
By conditions Lemma 2-6, it is clear that if A is Arens regular, then we haveZ
Theorem 2-7. Let A be a Banach algebra and let B ⊆ A * * . Then we have BZ
Proof. We prove that BZ 
It follows that the mapping c ′′ → b ′′ a ′′ c ′′ is weak * − to − weak continuous, and so
Corollary 2-8. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then we have the following assertions.
(1) IfZ
Definition 2-9. Let A be a Banach algebra. We define wap(A) as a subset of A * * * in the following
It is clear that wap ℓ (A) = A * * * if and only ifZ (
Proof. 1) Suppose that a ′′ ∈ A * * and (b
It follows that a ′′ ∈Z 
Corollary 2-11. Let A be a Banach algebra. If A * * = A
Weak topological center of module actions
In this section, we will study the definition of the weak topological centers on module actions and find some relations between it and reflexivity (spacial Arens regularity) of Banach algebras. For a Banach A − bimodule B we will study this definition on n − th dual of A and B. In some parts of this section, we have some conclusions in the dual groups, that is, for a locally compact group G and a mixed unit e
On the other hand for Banach algebras c 0 and its second dual ℓ ∞ , we conclude that
We also will extend some results from [8] into general situations, that is, for a locally compact group G and n ≥ 3, we conclude the following equalities
Suppose that A is a Banach algebra and B is a Banach A − bimodule. According to [5, pp.27 and 28], B * * is a Banach A * * − bimodule, where A * * is equipped with the first Arens product. So we can define the topological centers and weak topological centers of module actions. First for a Banach A − bimodule B, we define the topological centers of the left and right module actions of A on B as follows: Let A (n) and B (n) be n − th dual of B and A, respectively and suppose that n ≥ 0 is even number. By [25] , B (n) is a Banach A (n) − bimodule and we may therefore define the topological centers and weak topological centers of the right and left module action of A (n) on B (n) to similar above. Then we define B (n) B (n−1) as a subspace of
If n is odd number, we define
and if n = 0, we take A (0) = A and
Theorem 3-2. Let B a Banach A − bimodule. Then for every even number n ≥ 2, we have the following assertions.
Thus we conclude that b (n) ∈Z r A (n) (B (n) ). The converse is similarly. Proof of (2), (3), (4) is similar to (1).
In the following example, for some non-reflexive Banach algebras such as A, we show that it is maybe thatZ r A * * (A * * ) is equal to A * * or no.
Example 3-3. Let A be non-reflexive Banach space and let < f, x >= 1 for some f ∈ A * and x ∈ A. We define the product on A by ab =< f, b > a. It is clear that A is a Banach algebra with this product and it has right identity x, see [ 5 ] . By easy calculation, for all a ′ ∈ A * , a ′′ ∈ A * * and a ′′′ ∈ A * * * , we have
Therefore we have Z Theorem 3-4. Let B be a Banach A − bimodule. Then for every odd number n ≥ 2, we have the following assertions.
and B (n−1) has a left unite A (n−1) − module, then B is reflexive.
Proof. 1) It is clear thatZ
2) Let e (n−1) be a left unit A (n−1) − module for B (n−1) and let (b
Consequently, the weak topology and weak * topology on B (n−1) is coincide, and so B (n−1) is reflexive which implies that B is reflexive.
Corollary 3-5. Suppose that A is a Banach algebra. Then, for every every odd number n ≥ 3, we have the following assertions.
and A (n−3) has a bounded left approximate identity (= BLAI), then A is reflexive.
Lemma 3-6. Let B be a Banach A − bimodule. Then for every even number n ≥ 2, we have
there is a right unit e (n) ∈ A (n) such that it is weak * closure of (e
Proof is similar to (1).
Corollary 3-7. Let B be a Banach A − bimodule and suppose that n ≥ 2 is even number. Then B (n−2) has a BAI A (n−2) − module if and only if B (n) has a unit A (n) − module.
Theorem 3-8. Let B be a Banach A− bimodule. Then for every even number n ≥ 0, we have the following assertions.
We conclude that A (n) is reflexive, and so A is reflexive.
2) Let (b
Thus B is reflexive. Proof. Let (e α ) α ⊆ A be a RBAI for A such that e α w * → e ′′ . Since B * factors on the left with respect to A, for all b ′ ∈ B * there are a ∈ A and x ′ ∈ B * such that is a left (resp. right) mixed unit for
Theorem 3-13. Let B be a Banach A − bimodule. Then for every even number n ≥ 2, we have the following assertions.
Proof. 1) Since e (n) is a right unit for B (n) , by using Theorem 3-6, there is a BRAI
It follows that e
. Consequently, by using Cohen factorization theorem, we have
. We prove that the weak * closure of
by using Theorem 3-6, there is (e
, and so proof hold. 4) Proof is similar to (3).
Corollary 3-14. Assume that A is a Banach algebra. Then we have the following assertions.
( ( 
